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Abstract– Images captured under non-laboratory conditions potentially suffer from various degradations.
Especially noise, blur and scale-variations are often prevalent in real world images and are known to poten-
tially affect the classification process of textured images. We show that these degradations not necessarily
strongly affect the discriminative powers of computer based classifiers in a scenario with similar degradations
in training and evaluation set. We propose a degradation-adaptive classification approach, which exploits this
knowledge by dividing one large data set into several smaller ones, each containing images with some kind of
degradation-similarity. In a large experimental study, it can be shown that our method continuously enhances
the classification accuracies in case of simulated as well as real world image degradations. Surprisingly, by
means of a pre-classification, the framework turns out to be beneficial even in case of idealistic images which
are free from strong degradations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For many decades, texture classification [1–22]
has been a fundamental field in image processing and
pattern recognition. The main issue in this field of
research is to find a lower dimensional representation
of textures which captures the intrinsic properties but
simultaneously skips extrinsic ones caused by different
image acquisition conditions such as illumination and
pose. Although it is simple to declare what a good fea-
ture extraction method has to do, it is challenging to
design such a method. The main question is, how to
remove the non-discriminative extrinsic information
while maintaining the important discriminative
intrinsic information. We focus on three extrinsic
properties (or degradations) which are known to affect
the classification performances in real world applica-
tions if not being considered. These are blur, noise and
scale-variations. Generally in medical and especially
in endoscopic imaging, these degradations are fre-
quently prevalent and often cannot be circumvented
[23–26] due to the downsized sensors, punctual light-
nings and difficult handling. In spite of their high rel-
evance in practice, many highly discriminative state-
of-the-art texture descriptors are not invariant [27] to
these degradations.

1 The article is published in the original.

A. Related Work

One way to deal with such extrinsic information is
to develop features that are invariant to a certain prop-
erty. There exists significant literature on developing
rotation-invariant [9, 15–17, 20], scale-invariant [9,
15–17], affine-invariant [18], view point-invariant
[14], deformation-invariant [9] and illumination-
invariant [16, 19] feature extraction methods. Further-
more, there exists also literature on making descrip-
tors invariant (or robust) to noise [20, 28] as well as
blur [13, 22]. In the latter case, the term robustness is
rather used than invariance. The difference in nomen-
clature should remind us that noise as well as blur are
considered as degradations, whereas e.g. a different
viewing angle or illumination just gives us another
view of the texture. However, in the following we will
use the term degradation for all kinds of extrinsic vari-
ations, although e.g. a scale change usually is not con-
sidered to be a degradation. This is done in order to
keep conformity with nomenclature in previous work.

The proposed degradation adaptive classification
framework can be interpreted in terms of a multiple
classifier system [29]. More to the point it can be inter-
preted as a special case of a classifier selection system
[30] as illustrated in the following section. The final
classifier (which is based on a specific training subset) is
selected according to the similarity (or degradation)
measure. In recent work [31], classifier selection is uti-
lized in a similar way for a different problem definition.

APPLIED
PROBLEMS
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The similarly denoted domain adaptive classifica-
tion [32, 33] aims at a different classification scenario,
which is referred to as domain-change-scenario (see
Section 1A1).

1.1. Classification Scenarios
In this sub-section, divergent classification scenar-

ios are defined. In the following we assume to have
separate training and evaluation sets for image classi-
fication, both containing extrinsic variations. Further-
more, the distributions of the variations in both sets
are similar. This scenario is referred to as standard-
scenario which is highly relevant for many real world
applications.

In analysis on invariant image description often a
different scenario is chosen which is based on an ide-
alistic training set and an evaluation set with any kind
of extrinsic variation (or degradation). This scenario is
furthermore referred to as invariance-scenario.

A third scenario, which is referred to as domain-
change-scenario, is investigated in work on domain
adaptation [32, 33]. In this case the extrinsic properties
in the training set and in the evaluation set significantly
differ (e.g. the training set is captured with one camera
whereas the evaluation set is captured with another
camera). In contrast to the invariance-scenario, this
one generally deals with real-world image data.

Although there definitely are applications for all of
those three scenarios, in the following we focus on the
maybe most relevant standard-scenario as the pro-
posed adaptive-classification framework is only appli-
cable to this scenario.

1.2. Limitations of Invariant Descriptors
It seems to be highly beneficial to have descriptors

which are invariant to all occurring extrinsic variations
within an image database. Especially considering the
invariance-scenario, descriptors necessarily have to be
invariant if training is performed on idealistic data
whereas evaluation is performed on degraded data.
Recent work [34] showed for image data with varia-
tions in scale that this scenario is highly difficult and
even features, declared to be scale-invariant, actually
at best are invariant to a certain degree. However, in
the invariance-scenario the necessity of invariance
cannot be circumvented easily. The application of
non-invariant image description approaches leads to
distinct drops in classification accuracy [34].

If focusing on the standard-scenario (with varying
but similarly distributed degradations in training and
evaluation set), intuitively invariance should also be
advantageous. Nevertheless, previous work [23, 34]
showed that the utilization of state-of-the-art invari-
ant feature extraction techniques in this scenario often
leads to lower performances, compared to other highly
discriminative (but non-invariant) descriptors. Obvi-

ously, many invariant image descriptors are developed
for the invariance-scenario (in which the benefit of
invariant features definitely is much higher) rather
than the standard-scenario. To put it into a nutshell it
can be stated that distinctiveness (discriminative
power) often has to be sacrificed for achieving a high
degree of invariance.

In the following, we outline why distinctiveness
often is lost if making image representation invariant
to certain degradations. Generally a feature extraction
method can be interpreted as a function f: ℝN × M →
ℝL, where N and M are the image dimensions and L is
the feature dimensionality. Theoretically, if this func-
tion is invariant to a certain property, for two images I1
and I2 which are similar apart from the respective
extrinsic property, f(I1) and f(I2) must be equal.
Although such a function seems to be highly desirable,
one significant problem is given by the discrete sam-
pling of the processed signals. In the following we
assume that f is a scale invariant feature extraction
method and an image is captured in two different
scales s1 and s2. Consequently, f(I1) must be equal to
f(I2). However, this condition restricts the information
content prevalent in f(I1) (=f(I2)), as the image with
the larger scale contains low frequency information
which is not prevalent in the image with the smaller
scale. On the other hand, the image with the smaller
scale contains high frequency content that is not prev-
alent in the image with the larger scale. This shows that
the scale invariant feature extraction method neces-
sarily has to ignore that information. Moreover, we
notice that a reasonable scale-invariant feature can
never be completely scale invariant, but only invariant
within a specific scale range, as otherwise the infor-
mation content of the descriptor would totally deflate.
Similar effects also apply to other degradations.

1.3. Impact of the Classifier
Especially in the standard-scenario, besides the

feature extraction technique, the classification model
has a major impact on the achieved classification
accuracies. We consider two simple but highly intui-
tive classifiers, namely the k-nearest neighbor classi-
fier and the Parzen-window classifier [35]. In case of
the k-nearest neighbor classifier, the choice of the k-
value adjusts the degree of non-linearity (i.e. the f lex-
ibility) of the decision boundaries. A similar behavior
is exhibited by the Parzen window classifier when
varying the kernel size. To optimize a classifier to a
specific problem definition these values can be
adjusted. A small k (or a small kernel width) in general
more likely leads to overfitting whereas a larger value
more likely leads to underfitting.

Again considering the standard-scenario with vari-
able degraded images in the data set (leading to
increased intra-class variations), we notice that a more
flexible (non-linear) model can be advantageous to fit
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the data. However, a f lexible model potentially leads
to overfitting and generally requires a larger training
set. State-of-the-art classifiers can be adjusted similar
to the k-nearest neighbor and the Parzen window clas-
sifier. For example the support vector machine [36]
can be made more f lexible by using a non-linear ker-
nel. Neural networks can be adjusted by varying the
number of neurons.

B. Contribution
We have been inspired by our previous work on scale

adaptive texture classification [37] which is based on
another concept but a similar idea. The main restriction
arises from the utilized classification model (k-nearest
neighbor classifier) which cannot be changed easily. In
a consecutive work [38], this limitation has been
removed, by introducing a more general method which
can be combined with arbitrary models. However, vali-
dation is only provided by few synthetic experiments
without real world data. Motivated by promising out-
comes, further work [39] based on the same idea inves-
tigating endoscopic image data has been performed
later on. Additionally, in this work the adaptive classifi-
cation approach has been extended to multiple dimen-
sions in order to allow multiple degradations.

In a significantly larger experimental setup, in the
current work we employ degradation measures which
are not directly related to the prevalent degradations.
Whereas in past work mainly fast and lean feature
extraction methods are investigated, in this work more
complex well known state-of-the-art texture descrip-
tors [1, 2, 21] are additionally utilized to place more

general statements. As the image database has a signif-
icant impact on the effect of degradation adaptive
classification [38, 39], the method is applied to new
image data sets [40–42] with and without strong deg-
radations. Furthermore, the simulated data sets are
adjusted in order to meet a more realistic scenario with
fewer training data. Finally, several details are outlined
and the effects of adaptive classification are explored
extensively. We especially focus on the effects occur-
ring during training set division such as the resulting
training set sizes, the resulting prior distributions
within the training sets as well as the impact of small
training sets, which is highly relevant in practice. In
Table 1, a brief comparison (based on keywords) to
previous work is provided.

С. Outline
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the

degradation adaptive texture classification approach
including the utilized degradation measures is
described. In Section 3, the main experiments to eval-
uate the performance of our approach as well as exper-
iments to allow greater insight into the method are
presented and extensively discussed. Finally, Section 4
concludes this paper.

2. DEGRADATION ADAPTIVE 
CLASSIFICATION

First, we define two robustness types. If the classi-
fication accuracy in a certain problem definition does
not strongly decrease when all images in a database

Table 1. Overview of the content of this work compared to previous publications [37–39].

Publication Scale-Adaptive Class. 
[37]

Adaptive Classification I 
[38]

Adaptive Classification 
II [39] current work

Image data sets 1 synthetic set
1 real-world set

3 synthetic sets 1 real-world set 4 synthetic sets
5 real-world sets

Classifier k-nearest neighbor no restriction no restriction no restriction
Image descriptors basic basic basic basic and state-of-the-art
Dimensionality 1-dimensional 1-dimensional multi-dimensional multi-dimensional
Measure scale scale, blur, noise scale, blur, noise, con-

trast
scale, blur, noise, contrast

Analysis classification accuracies
impact: similarity 
threshold
classifier’s scale selec-
tion

classification accuracies
impact of classifier
impact: reduced degra-
dations

classification accuracies
impact of classifier
prior class probabilities

classification accuracies
not-related degrad. mea-
sures
impact of training set 
ratio
obtained class probabili-
ties
impact of training set size
runtime analysis
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(training and evaluation set) are similarly degraded, a
feature is denoted to be relatively robust with reference
to a certain degradation. The notation absolute
robustness is used, if the accuracy can be preserved
even if the training and the evaluation set contain deg-
radations with different extent (but the same type).

The basic idea of the degradation adaptive classifi-
cation is based on the assumption that absolute
robustness generally is harder to achieve than relative
robustness (which is shown in Section 3 A). Therefore,
we divide our data sets into smaller data sets with sim-
ilar properties.

To put it into a nutshell, the evaluation set is parti-
tioned into (non-overlapping) subsets, to ensure that
the class correspondence of each sample in the evalu-
ation set is computed exactly once. The training set in
general is not partitioned, but separated by overlap-
ping intervals to prevent from too small training sets.

A. One-Dimensional Approach
Based on a normalized degradation measure D :

Ω → [0, 1) (Ω is the set of all possible images) the orig-
inal training set T ⊂ Ω, is divided into the subsets

(1)
where i ∈ {0, 1, …, С – 1}, С denotes the cardinality of
the set of generated subsets and I is an image in the
training set. The parameter d determines how the deg-
radation measures for each training subset would over-
lap with the degradation measures of adjoining sub-
sets. A large С leads to smaller subsets and conse-
quently a higher similarity within one set. This is quite
obvious if considering Eq. 1 as the interval sizes (which

is e.g.  for i = 0) decrease with an increasing

C. As the interval gets smaller, the images in that sub-
set are in general fewer in number and more similar in
appearance.

If d, which defines the overlap, equals zero, the
original data set is partitioned. Especially in case of a
large C, it is potentially sensible to create overlapping
subsets (d > 0), to ensure that the subsets for training
do not get too small. Especially in case of a small orig-
inal training set, an overlap larger than zero should be
chosen to prevent the new training sets from getting
too small. Actually, the choice of a suitable overlap
value d highly depends on the database, the chosen
number of partitions C, the classifier and the feature
extraction technique. A discussion will follow in the
experimental section (Section 3). The normalized
degradation measure D must be in the half open inter-
val [0, 1), in order to allow a real partitioning of the
trainings set T, if d is set to zero. This kind of normal-
ization is obtained by means of min-max-normaliza-
tion of the non-normalized degradation measure

, where  is the lowest
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and  is the highest degradation measure in the
data set and  is a small constant. The small constant

 is fixed to 10–6 and is only required to obtain the half
open interval (and not for parametrization).

The evaluation set E ⊂ Ω is partitioned into the
subsets in a similar manner

(2)
where outliers must be set to 0 or 1 – , respectively

(3)
This must be done, to ensure that each sample

belongs to one evaluation subset, which can only be
guaranteed when all degradation measures are within
the interval (0,1]. Finally for each i, the evaluation set
Ei is classified by the discriminative model based on Ti.

We also considered subdivision strategies based on
clustering (e.g. k-means) instead of the equidistant
degradation metric intervals. However, these more
elaborated methods did not lead to improved accura-
cies.

This methodology could also be interpreted in
terms of a classifier selection system [30]. Classifier
selection is done by means of a degradation measure
D, based on the images in the training set. In case of
our approach, the selection step is done quite simply
by generating equidistant linear intervals. The decision
of this selection defines one specific classifier (which
is based on a specific training set) to compute the final
decision. In opposite to a multi-classifier system such
as ensembles, only the decision of the selected classi-
fier must be evaluated.

In recent work [37] a scale-adaptive classification
method has been introduced. In this work, for each
element in the evaluation set, a separate training sub-
set is constructed. As a consequence, only classifiers
with highly lean learning stages (like the k-nearest
neighbor classifier) can be efficiently utilized. The
current approach allows the utilization of arbitrary
classifiers. The computational costs can potentially
even be improved compared to the straight-forward
classification, as the training of a set of classifiers
based on smaller data sets often is less costly than the
training based on one large data set. However, with
large overlaps (d), this positive effect vanishes.

B. Multi-Dimensional Approach
The proposed degradation adaptive classification

framework allows the use of one-dimensional degra-
dation measures (D : Ω → [0, 1)). In order allow the
usage of measures of an arbitrary dimensionality n (D
: Ω → [0, 1)n), the definition has to be slightly adapted.
The training set has to be divided into the subsets

(4)

maxD̂
e

e
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Where ij ∈ {0, 1, …, Cj – 1}, Cj denotes the cardinal-
ity of the set of generated subsets for each dimension
and dj defines the overlap for each dimension sepa-
rately. The projection j selects the jth element of an n-
tupel. In the experiments, for each j, Cj is set to the
same value (C) and the same is done for dj, in order to
limit the search space.

In a similar manner, the evaluation set E is parti-
tioned into the subsets

(5)

Finally for each n-tupel (i1, …, in), the evaluation
set  in is classified by the discriminative model
based on .

The appropriate choice of С as well as d, is highly
decisive in order to raise the classification accuracies.
For this work, the subset cardinality С is fixed to a suf-
ficiently large number (32). This restriction on the one
hand limits the search space, as only d has to be evalu-
ated further more. On the other hand a too large С
value does not affect the classification accuracy if d is
adjusted appropriately. We decided to choose d indi-
vidually for each training set Ti in a way that the train-
ing set size equals a fixed number, which allows a more
intuitive analysis of the results. This fixed number is
referred to as training set ratio (TR). The chosen
potential training set sizes are outlined in Section 3.

C. Degradation Measurement
In order to divide a data set into several smaller

ones with higher similarities (with reference to a deg-
radation), a metric D to capture this similarity is
required. In this work, we especially focus on the deg-
radations noise, blur and scale, which are explicitly
captured by three of the following degradation mea-
sures. Furthermore, we investigate a contrast measure
which does not extract one of the degradations men-
tioned above, however, previous work provides evi-
dence that this method is appropriate for adaptive
classification [39].

A quantitative assessment of the proposed methods
with respect to the obtained classification perfor-
mance is provided in the experimental section.

• Noise Metric (Dn): Noise can be quantified by
computing the absolute difference between an image
and the Gaussian filtered (with σ = 1 and a kernel size
of 3 pixels) version of the same image [38]. Based on
the thereby obtained noise image

(6)
the scalar noise measure Dn is obtained by calculating
the pixel-wise arithmetic mean over all pixels.

• Blur Metric (Db): To measure blur, the metric
introduced in [43] is deployed. For computing this

=
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n
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measure, first in the horizontal direction, the edges Z
are identified by extracting all local minima and max-
ima for each row. Each edge z ∈ Z is a tupel consisting
of a length zl (geometric distance in the image between
the minimum and the maximum) and a magnitude zm
(pixel difference between the maximum and the mini-
mum). For blur estimation, we utilize the average ratio
between the overall lengths and magnitudes of the
edges Db:

(7)

This ratio is finally deployed for blur estimation. In
case of a sharp edge, the length value is small and the
magnitude is high which leads to a low blur metric. In
opposite a blurry edge has a large length value and a
small magnitude which leads to a high blur metric.

• Scale Metric (Ds): For scale estimation, we uti-
lize a scale-space based method [37]. To estimate the
global scale of an image, first a scale space is con-
structed by convolving an image with Laplacian-of-
Gaussian filters in varying scales σ. As proposed in the
previous paper [37], for the Lapacian-of-Gaussians,

the scales σ = , k ∈ {–4, –3.75, …, 7.75, 8} are
chosen (with с = 2.1214). The pixel-wise scales are
achieved by using the index of the maximum
responses. Finally, the global scale Ds for an image is
estimated by computing a histogram of this scale value
over all pixels, followed by a Gauss-fitting. The final
scale measure is given by the mean of the fitted Gauss-
ian kernel.

• Contrast Metric (Dc): Contrast is computed from
the gray-level co-occurrence matrix [44] specifying a
distinct pixel neighborhood.

The measure Dc is obtained by summing up the
absolute differences of all combinations of neighbor-
ing pixel values multiplied with the probability p of the
occurrence.

(8)

As successfully applied in previous work [39], an
offset (geometric distance between i and j) of six pixels
is utilized. Interestingly, the contrast property is not
(only) able to measure degradations, but it has also
been used as discriminate feature e.g. in celiac disease
diagnosis [45]. Although this method obviously does
not explicitly measure any kind of degradation, we
would like to investigate the effect of such a “discrim-
inative” metric on the adaptive classification frame-
work.

• Other Measures: In previous work [39], further
measures such as variance and mean have been inves-
tigated. However, as these measures were less powerful
than the ones declared in this section, we do not con-
sider them in this work.
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• Combinations of Metrics (e.g. Dbc): Furthermore,
we investigate the multi-dimensional adaptive classifi-
cation framework and thereby consider combinations
of two and three of the declared degradation metrics.
Combined metrics are easily obtained by means of
vector concatenation of single measures. Further
details on dealing with combined metrics are outlined
in Sect. 2 В In the following, the combination of the
two metrics e.g. Db and Ds is referred to as metric Dbs.

D. Computational Complexity

In this section, focus is on the computational com-
plexity of the proposed framework. Here we have to
separately investigate the training and the evaluation
step. For both steps, the degradation measures for each
image have to be computed. During classifier training,
first a degradation measure must be computed per
image and the training of a large set (depending on the
chosen C) of classifiers must be performed. However,
the training sets are significantly smaller compared to
the traditional scenario (depending on the chosen
overlap d). During evaluation, the degradation mea-
sures must be computed for each image and conse-
quently one classifier is chosen for computing the final
decision.

As different classifiers (with different complexities)
can be used and the training set size as well as the opti-
mal parameters С and d vary, it is hard to give a proper
estimation about the impact of the degradation adap-
tive classification framework on the training runtime.
Nevertheless, the more important aspect is given by
the computational efforts required for evaluation. For
this, the only additional time-consuming step in case
of the new framework is the computation of the degra-
dation measure, as the subsequent classifier selection
is not worth mentioning and the final classification is
similarly computationally expensive. In Table 2, the
execution times for the degradation measures com-
pared to some feature extraction methods (which are
specified in Section 3) are given. Depending on the
chosen feature extraction method and degradation
measure, the additional effort varies significantly. For
example if using two intermediate methods MRLBP
and the blur measure the overall evaluation runtime is
approximately doubled (from 20 ms which are

required for feature extraction to 20 ms + 28 ms for
feature extraction plus degradation measuring).

3. EXPERIMENTS
Experiments are performed based on nine different

databases. Each database consists of 3 similarly sized
data sets. One of them is used for training, one for
parameter estimation and one for evaluation. In a sec-
ond run, the evaluation and the estimation data set are
switched and the overall classification accuracies (for
analysis) are averaged to increase robustness. Five of
the databases are based on the original Kylberg data-
base [46], which consists of 28 classes and 40 images
per class. The KB-STD database consists of the origi-
nal Kylberg set, cropped to a size of 128 × 128. KB-
SCALE is based on the same images, which are ran-
domly downscaled and also cropped to 128 × 128 pix-
els. For each image, one the of downscaling factors
{20.00, 20.25, 20.50, 20.75, 21.00, 21.25, 21.50, 21.75, 22.00} is ran-
domly chosen. By using the original 576 × 576 Kylberg
patches for downscaling, the size of 128 × 128 can be
preserved (even with the largest downscaling-factor 2
× 2). KB-BLUR is constructed similarly, by randomly
adding blur to the images. The blurred images are sim-
ulated by applying a Gaussian filter with randomly
chosen a values within {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5,
4.0}. The same is done in case of KB-NOISE. For
that, Gaussian white noise is applied with a being
within {0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32}. The effect of the
different kinds of degradations is shown in Fig. 2. The
KB-ALL database consists of all images of KB-
SCALE, KB-BLUR and KB-NOISE and thereby
contains all three kinds of simulated degradations.
KTH2 is the abbreviation for the popular KTH-TIPS2
database [41] which consists of different textures and
real (non-simulated) scale, pose and illumination
variations (see Fig. 1a). The CELIAC database [47]
(see Fig. 1b) consists of endoscopic images captured
during esopha-gogastroduodenoscopies at the St.
Anna Children’s hospital. The goal of this problem
definition is to discriminate between healthy patients
and patients suffering from celiac disease, based on
visual markers. Furthermore our approach is tested
with the well known CURET database [40]. The sam-
ples are downscaled by factor two for more efficient
computation. To generate three distinct data sets, the
samples (of each class) beginning with “01”, “02” and
“03” are assigned to the respective data sets. Finally
tests are executed with the UIUC database [42]. Sim-
ilarly, these images are downscaled by factor two for
boosting efficiency. Three data sets are generated by
randomly partitioning the original set into three simi-
larly sized image data sets. For a concise summary of
the image data used, we refer to Table 3.

For degradation adaptive texture classification, the
training set size must be evaluated for each configura-
tion. As mentioned in Section 2, we do not fix the
overlap d, but instead fix the ratio between the number

Table 2. Execution runtimes for degradation measurement
and feature extraction

Degradation measure Runtime, 
ms

Feature 
extraction

Method 
runtime

Dn (Noise measure) 1 MRLBP 20 ms
Db (Blur measure) 28 ECM 23 ms
Ds (Scale measure) 234 MFS 198 ms
Dc (Contrast measure) 17 DTCWT 71 ms
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of images in the original training set and in the new
subsets. For this purpose, we defined sensible training
set ratios (TR) {1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64,
1/128}. For example, a TR value of 1/4 means, that for
each training subset in adaptive classification, d is
individually adjusted that the number of images in the
new training set is one forth of the overall training set.
TR is evaluated based on the separate data set for opti-
mization. The number of subsets С has been fixed to
32. Experiments showed that а С larger than 32 does
not lead to further accuracy increases.

For final classification, we deploy two different
established classification models consisting of a near-
est neighbor classifier (NN) and a linear support vec-
tor machine (SVM) [36].

The linear SVM is a maximum margin classifier
computing a linear decision boundary separating the
samples of two classes and equally maximizing the
margin between the classes. The nearest neighbor
classifier’s more f lexible decision boundaries are
implicitly given by the Voronoi diagram.

By investigating these two opposing classifiers, we
aim at getting more insight into the impact of the clas-
sifier (and the decision boundaries) on the classifica-
tion error rates.

Classifiers are implemented in MATLAB. We uti-
lize an in-house NN classifier implementation and
liblinear’s [36] C-SVM. The cost value of the C-SVM
is obtained by means of inner cross validation.

Fig. 1. Example texture patches of the different databases.

 (b) The CELIAC database: This figure shows three images of
healthy (left) and three images of diseased mucosa (right).

(a) The KTH2 database: This figure shows one example patch per class

Table 3. Information regarding the databases used in the experiments.

Dataset Image-size Degradations DB-size Classes

KB-STD 128 × 128 high image quality 1.120 28

KB-SCALE 128 × 128 simulated scale variations 1.120 28

KB-BLUR 128 × 128 simulated Gaussian blur 1.120 28

KB-NOISE 128 × 128 simulated Gaussian white noise 1.120 28

KB-ALL 128 × 128 simulated scale variations, blur, noise 3.360 28

KTH2 100 × 100 real scale variations, pose, illuminations 1.173 11

CELIAC 128 × 128 real scale variations, blur, noise 310 2

CURET 100 × 100 different viewing and illumination directions, noise 2.500 61

UIUC 320 × 240 high image quality 325 25

Fig. 2. This figure shows the three strengths of simulated degradations (original, moderate and maximal degradations) in case of
KB-SCALE, KB-BLUR and KB-NOISE and one specific texture patch.

(a) Simulated scale-variations
(KB-SCALE)

(b) Simulated blur (KB-BLUR) (c) Simulated noise (KB-NOISE)
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For feature extraction, the following well known
techniques are deployed:

• Multi-Resolution Local Binary Patterns [10]
(MRLBP): Local Binary Patterns describe a tex-
ture by means of the joint distribution of pixel
intensity differences represented by binary pat-
terns. We deploy the uniform version, capturing
only patterns with at most two bit-wise transitions
with eight neighboring samples. To achieve a
higher degree of distinctiveness, the LBP feature
vectors with a radius of one and a radius of two are
concatenated resulting in this multi-resolution
descriptor.

• Edge Co-occurrence Matrix [12] (ECM):
After applying eight differently orientated direc-

tional filters, the orientation is determined for each
pixel, followed by masking out pixels with a gradi-
ent magnitude below some threshold t. Finally, the
ECM is achieved by computing the gray-level co-
occurrence matrix of these data and a specified dis-
placement υ. For the experiments, t is set to 25% of
the maximum response and the displacement vec-
tor υ = (1, 1) is used.

• Multi-Fractal Spectrum [14] (MFS):
The local fractal dimension is computed pixel-

wise utilizing three different types of measures for
obtaining the local density. These three measures
consist of (1) the average value, (2) the first deriva-
tion and (3) the second derivation. The fractal
dimension is obtained by computing the global
(averaged) change between 25 different scales. The
final multi fractal feature vector is built by concat-
enation of the three fractal dimensions.

• Dual-Tree Complex Wavelet Transform [21]
(DTCWT):

This image descriptor is based on fitting a two-
parameter Weibull distribution to the wavelet coef-
ficient magnitudes of sub-bands obtained from the
dual-tree variant of the complex wavelet transform.
Decomposition is performed on five levels leading
to a 60 dimensional image representation.

• Improved Fisher Vectors [2] (IFV):
Fisher Vectors [6], as well as the next descriptor

(VLAD), is a global mid-level image representation
which is obtained by pooling local image descrip-
tors. These state-of-the-art de facto standard
methods build up and improve the idea of the Bag-
of-visual-words approach [48] which has become
highly popular in past years. In case of Fisher Vec-
tors, the Gaussian mixture model is used to con-
struct a dictionary, based on a local descriptor. For
this local descriptor, we use the well known SIFT
(Scale-invariant Feature Transform) [49] feature.
The final Fisher vector contains information how
the parameters of Gaussian mixture model have to
be modified to better fit the data. This is done by
concatenating the means and the covariance devi-

ation vectors. We use the improved Fisher vectors
[2] which are derivatives based on two ideas.
Instead of the linear kernel IFV uses the non-linear
Hellinger’s kernel which is based on the Bhattacha-
ryya distance. Furthermore, the final feature vector
is L2 normalized.

• Vector of Locally Aggregated Descriptors [3]
(VLAD): VLAD is technique which is similar to
Fisher Vectors. In opposite to Fisher Vectors is
does not store any second-order information. Fur-
thermore is uses k-means clustering instead of a
Gaussian mixture model to generate the feature
vocabulary. The feature vectors finally store infor-
mation of the difference between the cluster centers
and the pooled local descriptors.

• Random Feature (RAND): Finally we inves-
tigate a random feature (random scalar) not
depending on the input image. Although this fea-
ture is not useful in practical scenarios as it does not
provide any discriminative power, it helps us to
understand the effects of degradation adaptive tex-
ture classification.
The methods MRLBP, MFS, DTCWT and ECM

are in-house MATLAB implementations. In case of
IFV and VLAD, we utilize the VLFeat library [50].

A. Experiment 1. Robustness-Analysis
First of all, we investigate the robustness of three

features (MRLBP, ECM and MFS) with respect to
specific (simulated) degradations using the databases
KB-SCALE, KB-NOISE and KB-BLUR.

We distinguish between two different robustness
types. If the classification accuracy does not strongly
decrease in case all images in a database (training and
evaluation set) are similarly degraded, a feature is
denoted to be “relatively robust” with reference to a
certain degradation. The notation “absolute robust-
ness” is used, if the accuracy can be preserved even if
the training and the evaluation set contain degrada-
tions with different extent.

For each degradation type, we construct nine
training and nine evaluation data sets, reaching from
non simulated degradations (0) to strong degradations
(8). Each of the data sets contains the same original
images with a dissimilar degree of applied degradation.
Details on the degradation simulation are provided in
Sect. 3.

In Fig. 3, the robustness of the investigated feature
extraction techniques with respect to the three degra-
dations scale, noise and blur is presented. If the train-
ing and the evaluation data set continuously suffer
from similar degradations, the accuracy only moder-
ately decreases in most combinations of features and
modes. These outcomes are shown on the diagonal
axis in each subplot. A high value in the bottom-right
part of the diagonal indicates that the feature has a
high relative robustness. If the level of degradation in
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training and evaluation set differs, measuring the
absolute robustness, the decrease in accuracy is by far
more significant in case of all features. This behavior
has been expected in case of the scale-degradation, as
a different scale in general is not considered to be a
“degradation” if all images in a database have the
same scale. However, the behavior is similarly signifi-
cant in case of noise and blur, which is a very interest-
ing outcome. A highly distinct behavior is observed in
case of the degradation noise (and especially the fea-
tures MRLBP and MFS). Apparently it is hard to
obtain absolute robustness to noise, whereas relative
robustness seems to be achievable quite easily. This
behavior is even less distinct in case of scale variations,
which is another surprise, as we expected that most
features would be highly relatively robust to scale-vari-
ations as it does not represent a real “degradation” as
explained in the introduction. Considering the fea-
tures MRLBP and MFS, it can be seen that the differ-
ences between relative and absolute robustness are
quite similar. In case of ECM, the difference between
the relative and the absolute robustness is smaller,
which might be due to its generally smaller discrimina-
tive power. Considering the two investigated classifi-
cation models (SVM and NN), we do not detect sig-
nificant differences related to relative and absolute
robustness.

Summing up, it does not matter if textured images
are slightly blurred or if they slightly suffer from noise,
if all images in a database similarly suffer from the

respective inadequacy. But on the other hand if the
training and the evaluation set suffer from variable
degradation strengths, we observe a strong decrease in
accuracy.

The large differences between the relative and the
absolute robustness indicate that the accuracies could
be increased using degradation adaptive classification,
as this method divides the data into several smaller sets
with a higher degree of similarity. In the following
experiments, the classifier is supposed to have a larger
impact as highly non-linear classifiers (e.g. the nearest
neighbor classifier) in general are able to preselect
similarly degraded features [37] for classification
which cannot be performed in case of linear SVM’s
classification.

B. Experiment 2. Adaptive Classification 
with simulated data

In Figs. 4 and 5, the classification accuracies
obtained with simulated degradations are shown. In
these plots, the accuracies achieved with the adaptive
classification framework in combination with simu-
lated image degradations (dashed lines) are compared
with the classification rates of traditional SVM and
NN classification (solid lines). One subplot provides
the accuracies (on the vertical axis) for all degradation
measures and combinations of degradation measures
(on the horizontal axis), for both classifiers, one dis-
tinct feature and one distinct database. The short hor-

Fig. 3. Classification accuracies in a scenario with degradations of different extent in the training set (horizontal axis) and the eval-
uation set (vertical axis) for both classifiers (NN, SVM). The value 0 (on x- and y-axis) corresponds to non-degraded data
whereas 8 corresponds to the strongest degradations.
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izontal dotted lines indicate the best accuracy
obtained with cross validation based on one-dimen-
sional metrics (left line), at most two-dimensional
metrics (center line) and based on all available metrics

(right line). Notice that these rates not necessarily cor-
respond to the best achieved accuracies, since the
metric in this case is chosen based on the estimation
data set to avoid bias due to overfitting.

Fig. 4. Accuracies (vertical axis) of adaptive classification in combination with simulated degradations and varying degradation
metrics (e.g. bs on the horizontal axis indicates the blur measure Dbs). The short horizontal dotted lines indicate the best accuracy
based on one-dimensional (left line), at most two-dimensional (center line) and three dimensional metrics (right line).

NN Traditional Classification NN Adaptive Classification SVM Traditional Classification SVM Adaptive Classification
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First, we only consider the one-dimensional (sin-
gle) degradation measures Db, Ds, Dn and Dc. We
notice improvements in virtually all combinations of a
feature, a degradation measure, a database and a clas-
sifier. Furthermore is can be seen that especially in
case of KB-NOISE, but also in case of KB-BLUR and
KB-SCALE, the highest accuracies are not achieved
with the corresponding assembled measure. Especially
the scale and the contrast measure correspond to good
performances in general. One of these measures pro-
duces the best rates in almost each case. Interestingly,
it is hard to detect any connections between the ideal
measure and the simulated degradation (which corre-
sponds to the respective data set). On the other hand,
especially the measure Dc seems to be most appropri-
ate on average although it does not directly measure
any of the simulated degradations. This is actually a
quite interesting outcome. As such a behavior has not
been expected, in previous work [38], experiments
were only performed with corresponding degradation
measures and simulated degradations.

Considering the two different classifiers, we notice
that in case of traditional classification (indicated by
the horizontal solid line), in some cases the nearest
neighbor classifier delivers better or at least competi-
tive results. This is supposed to be due to the fact that
the (highly non-linear) nearest neighbor classifier is
able to (implicitly) choose a nearest neighbor with a
similar degradation level. This effect has been ana-
lyzed in recent work [37]. The linear SVM, in oppo-
site, is not able to factor out images with dissimilar
degradations, which is disadvantageous in a scenario
with different degradation strengths. Especially in the
scenario with combined degradations (right row in
Fig. 4), the nearest neighbor classifier is quite compet-
itive compared to the linear SVM. However, in case of
adaptive classification this effect is mostly reversed.
Considering higher degrees of similarity in the smaller
data sets, the NN classifier obviously profits less dis-
tinctly from the highly nonlinear underlying decision
boundaries.

Next, we focus on multi-dimensional degradation
measures. Especially we ask, if the best combination of
two dimensional features delivers any improvements.

This question can be answered if regarding the left
dotted lines and the center dotted lines. We observe
that in the majority of our settings (38 out of 56), the
utilization of two-dimensional metrics leads to
improved outcomes. Especially a combination of the
best one-dimensional metrics (which are often Dc and
Ds or Dc and Db) seems to be advantageous. On the
other hand, utilizing three dimensional degradation
measures (right dotted lines), the accuracies hardly
ever can be improved further.

Considering the different feature extraction meth-
ods, we observe that generally higher improvements
are obtained in case of methods with a weaker perfor-
mance based on traditional classification. Especially
with the (artificial) RAND feature (see Fig. 5), quite
significant improvements are observed, although this
descriptor does not store any distinctive information.
Obviously the improvement is only due to the change
of the prior distribution in the generated sub data sets.
However, even with the high performing methods
(MFS, VLAD, IFV) distinct improvements are
obtained. With each database, the highest overall
accuracies are obtained using adaptive classification,
which is maybe most relevant in practice.

C. Experiment 3. Adaptive Classification 
with real-world data

Now we investigate the impact of adaptive classifi-
cation on real-world image data without any simulated
degradations. Whereas two databases are widely free
from any strong image degradations (KB-STD,
UIUC), the others suffer from more or less distinct
degradations. This is especially the case considering
the CELIAC database. An overview of the image data-
bases is given in Table 3. Figure 6 shows the achieved
classification performances with the real-world data-
bases, similarly presented as in Fig. 4. Considering the
results, we observe that in case of most configurations,
again the measures Ds and Dc seem to be most appro-
priate. Adaptive classification consistently improves
the performances in case of almost each combination
of a database and a feature extraction method. The
best outcome for each individual image database is

Fig. 5. Accuracies (vertical axis) of adaptive classification in combination with simulated degradations and varying degradation
metrics using the random (RAND) feature extraction method (as in Fig. 4).
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obtained using adaptive classification. As in the syn-
thetic scenario, two-dimensional degradation metrics
again seem to be even more effective than one-dimen-
sional ones, whereas three-dimensional measures do

not improve the performances in general. Even with
the quite idealistic, distortion-free databases KB-STD
and UIUC significant improvements are observed. An
interesting behavior is shown by the CELIAC data-

Fig. 6. Accuracies (vertical axis) of degradation adaptive classification in combination with real-world image data, separately for
each degradation measure, each database and each feature.
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base. Although these images suffer from many differ-
ent kinds of strong degradations, this database benefits
only in some cases. This is supposed to be due to the
relatively easy two-classes classification problem. As
the classifier has to be distinguished only between two
different classes, strong intra-class variations (caused
by varying degrees of degradations) could be compen-
sated more easily even without the adaptive classifica-
tion framework. This hypothesis is supported by the
fact that the more f lexible NN classifier is highly infe-
rior (even in case of traditional classification) in case
of this image data set. Again, we notice that the most
appropriate degradation measure does not strongly
correlate with the degradations prevalent in the
images. For example, the KTH2 database which
mostly suffers from scale variations, cannot be most
accurately classified using the scale measure. Noise
and contrast are appropriate for this data set.

In Fig. 7 the large amount of data is variably sum-
marized to provide and overview from different points
of view. Figure 7a shows the average improvements in
case of adaptive classification averaged over all data-
bases. We notice that ECM and VLAD on average
profit most significantly. A high improvement of ECM
has been expected as it is one of the features with the
lowest accuracies on average and previous work [38]
showed that with low-performing features more dis-
tinct improvements are expected. Much more remark-
able is the strong improvement of VLAD which is a
state-of-the-art method and corresponds to a high
distinctiveness in the investigated problem definitions.
As already mentioned the SVM classifier profits more
(right bar) than the NN classifier (left bar) on average.
If considering the improvements between the best
one- and the best two-dimensional degradation mea-
sure 7b, a similar outcome can be observed. Features
which profit more distinctly from adaptive classifica-
tion in general also profit more distinctly from the sec-
ond dimension. In Fig. 7b,d, a similar overview is

given with respect to the different databases. We notice
that with all databases, except for CELIAC, on average
improvements are observed. Interestingly, we do not
observe a strong connection between the degree of
degradation and the classification performance
increase. However, we notice a connection between
the number of classes and the degree of improvement.
Especially with the CURET database (61 classes)
strong improvements are observed. On the other hand,
with KTH2 (11 classes), UIUC (25 classes) and
CELIAC (2 classes) the improvements are signifi-
cantly smaller. We suppose that this is due to the more
difficult classification problem in case of more classes.

D. Experiment 4. Impact of the Training Dataset Size

In recent work [39], we assumed that a small origi-
nal training set size might affect the adaptive classifi-
cation framework. The even more decreased number
of training set images during adaptive classification
could lead to problems during classifier training. To
investigate this effect, the KB-STD data set is used
with different training set sizes. Therefore, we ran-
domly select a specific number of samples for training,
in order to evaluate the impact on the classification
accuracy in case of traditional and degradation adap-
tive classification. In Fig. 8 the accuracies with
decreased training set sizes are shown for both classi-
fiers with traditional and adaptive classification. As
the outcome is similar for all features, we only show
the results for three feature extraction methods and
two degradation measures. We observe that the accu-
racies consistently drop with decreasing training set
sizes in case of all features and all degradations mea-
sures, which is not surprising. However, this decrease
similarly concerns traditional and adaptive classifica-
tion. As the benefits, generally do not vanish in case of
a reduced training set, the adaptive classification
framework can be effectively utilized even in case of

Fig. 7. Overview of the classification accuracy improvements with adaptive classification.
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Fig. 8. The impact of randomly reducing the training set size (horizontal axis) on the classification accuracies (vertical axis) based
on one image database (KB-STD). TR in this case refers to the factor of training data reduction (reaching from 1 to 1/32).
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quite small training data sets. Strong accuracy
decreases compared to traditional classification are
unlikely, as the adaptive classification method evalu-
ates an overlap, which can be set in a way that all ele-
ments in the traditional training set are in the new
training sets. Thereby it can be stated that degradation
adaptive classification is a generalization of traditional
classification and a fallback (if adaptive classification
is disadvantageous) is automatically (implicitly) pro-
voked if adaptive classification would be adversely.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that relative robustness to degrada-
tions is easier to obtain than absolute robustness. This
knowledge is exploited by the proposed degradation
adaptive classification framework. Experimentation
has shown that the classification accuracies can be
improved by our method in combination with all eval-
uated image representations and all classification
models in combination with simulated image degrada-
tions. Even with real world databases as well as data-
bases showing no strong degradations, distinct
improvements are observed. Experiments showed that
this is very likely due to the change of the prior proba-

bilities caused by the degradation measures. The most
appropriate degradation measure cannot be predicted
easily, as the effects of the respective measures highly
depend on the utilized image data, the classifier as well
as the feature extraction technique. Even if significant
degradations of any kind are prevalent it is not clear if
the measure capturing this property actually leads to
the best outcomes. As expected, the linear classifica-
tion model benefits more distinct from the new tech-
nique compared to the highly non-linear nearest
neighbor classifier. Finally it has been shown that
improvements are obtained even in case of small train-
ing data sets.
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